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S U M M A R Y
In this study, based on a 2-D thermomechanical finite element model, the uplift of the
Transantarctic Mountains (TAM) is discussed in relation to the flexural uplift of a rheologically
layered lithosphere, which is described by Vening-Meinesz’s cantilever kinematics. The gen-
eral model behaviour shows that the thickness of the crust and the geothermal gradient in the
lithosphere are the principal factors in controlling the effective elastic thickness (T e). Although
T e is also significantly dependent on the magnitude of the uplift and the wet or dry rheological
condition of rocks, these two factors do not have a dominant influence on the half-wavelength
of the TAM. The model with a plausible crustal structure beneath Antarctica shows that the
thermal structure beneath East Antarctica is the critical factor, controlling the half-wavelength
of the TAM. If there is a significant radiogenic heat source in the Antarctic lithosphere, T e be-
neath East Antarctica is estimated to be 50 km, at most, and the lithosphere has no potential to
explain an exceptionally large-scale half-wavelength of the TAM. Even for the model without
a heat source, if East Antarctica is significantly thermally influenced by West Antarctica, T e is
estimated to be about 60 km, and it is difficult to reproduce the half-wavelength of the TAM.
Contrarily, when a radiogenic heat source is absent and the thermal structure beneath East
Antarctica is not significantly affected by that beneath West Antarctica, the rheological struc-
ture beneath East Antarctica has the potential to reproduce the half-wavelength of the TAM
(T e ∼ 100 km). Thus, the presence of a radiogenic heat source in the crust and mantle and the
thermal influence of West Antarctica on East Antarctica are crucial factors in the reproduction
of the half-wavelength found in the TAM.

Key words: Lithospheric flexure; Rheology: crust and lithosphere; Rheology: mantle;
Antarctica.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Surface deflection cannot be understood without the concept of

lithospheric strength. The strength of the lithosphere is character-

ized by the flexural rigidity D, given by the equation D = [12 h(1 −
ν2)/E], where h is the elastic thickness, ν is Poisson’s ratio and E
is Young modulus. To evaluate the lithospheric strength, h has been

constrained by matching numerical prediction to observed surface

topography. However, the deformation mechanisms derived from

laboratory experiments that include not only elastic but also brittle

and ductile deformation, should be taken into account in the stress

distribution in the lithosphere (e.g. Sibson 1977; Goetze & Evans

1979; Kirby 1983; Carter & Tsenn 1987; Ranalli & Murphy 1987;

Kohlstedt et al. 1995). Therefore, we have to know how the rheo-

logically layered lithosphere would respond to an applied load to

evaluate the effective elastic thickness (T e), which is a measure of

the effective strength of the total lithosphere (e.g. Burov & Diament

1992, 1995).

Rift flank uplift has been discussed in terms of the flexural re-

sponse of the mechanical lithosphere (e.g. Artemjev & Artyushkov

1971; Braun & Beaumont 1989; Weissel & Karner 1989; Ebinger

et al. 1991; Kooi et al. 1992; van der Beek et al. 1994; van der

Beek 1997). Similarly, the flank uplift in the Ross Sea rift system,

characterized by the prominent uplift of the Transantarctic Moun-

tains (TAM, Fig. 1), also gives an excellent opportunity to study

the strength of the lithosphere. The present elevation of the TAM is

up to 4500 m (e.g. Robinson & Splettstoesser 1984), and its half-

wavelength, defined by the distance from the maximum uplift to the

deepest point, is of the order of 500 km (e.g. Stern & ten Brink 1989).

This is exceptionally large-scale flank uplift in comparison with the

typical height of 1000–2000 m and half-wavelength of 200–300 km

observed in many other rift systems (e.g. Steckler 1985; Weissel &

Karner 1989; van der Beek et al. 1994).

Several numerical studies have been carried out on the TAM.

Simple elastic (Stern & ten Brink 1989; ten Brink & Stern 1992;

ten Brink et al. 1997) and viscoelastic (Bott & Stern 1992) models
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Figure 1. Location map of the Transantarctic Mountains (TAM) in

Antarctica.

have shown that the most important parameter controlling the uplift

of the TAM is the elastic thickness, in which the half-wavelength of

the TAM essentially requires an elastic thickness of about 100 km

(whereas a relatively thin elastic layer, 5–25 km, beneath the moun-

tain front is required to obtain sufficient uplift). However, since the

surface deflection should reflect the integrated effect of the various

deformation mechanisms in the lithosphere (e.g. Burov & Diament

1995), it is important to investigate whether the half-wavelength of

the TAM can be obtained by the flexural uplift of a rheologically

layered lithosphere beneath East Antarctica.

In this study, the flexural uplift of the TAM, especially its half-

wavelength, is discussed on the basis of a 2-D thermomechanical

finite element model in which the viscoelastic–perfect plastic (VEP)

rheology model is implemented, including temperature-dependent

viscosity. Based on a model with uniform crustal and thermal struc-

tures, we examine the general model behaviour first to understand

what primarily controls the half-wavelength of the flexural uplift.

We then evaluate whether the rheological structure of the Antarctic

lithosphere has the potential to produce the half-wavelength of the

TAM, respecting the lithospheric structure beneath the Antarctica

inferred from geophysical observations. The presence of the ice

sheet in East Antarctica is also taken into account. This study shows

that the presence of a radiogenic heat source in the crust and mantle

and the thermal influence of West Antarctica on East Antarctica are

the critical factors to reproduce the half-wavelength of the TAM.

2 G E O L O G I C A L B A C KG RO U N D S A N D

L I T H O S P H E R E C O N F I G U R AT I O N

The TAM is situated over a distance of about 3500 km along the

morphological and geological boundary between East and West

Antarctica (Fig. 1). Apatite fission track analysis revealed that the

uplift of the TAM began about 50 Ma in the Cenozoic, and up-

lift of rocks during the last 50 Myr reaches up to 7000–8000 m

(e.g. Fitzgerald et al. 1986; Fitzgerald 1992, 1994). Radio echo-

sounding found a distinct basin (the Wilkes Basin) running parallel

to the TAM in which the axis of the basin is about 500 km behind the

mountain front (e.g. Drewry 1976, 1983). A negative free-air gravity

anomaly of −20 to −60 mGal is observed over the Wilkes Basin,

which ranges from the North Victoria Land nearly to the South

Pole, with the anomaly minimum at the deepest point of the basin

(e.g, Drewry 1976; Bentley 1983; Stern & ten Brink 1989). Drewry

(1976), Bentley (1983) and Steed (1983) explained the origin of

the gravity anomaly in terms of the upper crustal sediments with a

thickness of 2–3 km. However, Stern & ten Brink (1989) objected

to this interpretation, proposing the lithospheric flexure model as

the origin of the gravity anomaly. This is because the large-scale

sediment load must be compensated, and it is difficult to explain

the gravity anomaly. Based on the flexure model, Stern & ten Brink

(1989) defined the distance from the mountain front to the axis of

the basin as the half-wavelength of the TAM’s uplift (∼500 km). It

is also noted that the surface deflection in the Ross Sea region seems

to have a half-wavelength of 160–230 km (Stern & ten Brink 1989).

Cooper et al. (1991a, b) indicated that the Ross Sea rift system

was developed by at least two distinct rifting events, and the uplift of

the TAM has occurred along with the later rifting event. The earlier

rifting event that occurred in the late Mesozoic, seems to cause

the crustal thinning over a widespread region in West Antarctica.

However, the later rifting event in the Cenozoic concentrated mainly

along the TAM, the Terror rift and the Marie Byrd Land. ten Brink

et al. (1993) indicated that the earlier rifting event in West Antarctica

preceded the onset of the TAM’s uplift by at least 20 Myr.

The lithospheric structure beneath Antarctica can be inferred

from geophysical observations. The crustal structure beneath East

and West Antarctica has been constructed by seismic reflection and

refraction studies (e.g. ten Brink et al. 1993; Bannister et al. 2003;

Lawrence et al. 2006) from which the crustal thickness beneath East

Antarctica is 35–40 km and that beneath West Antarctica is about

20 km.

Seismic tomography beneath Antarctica (Sieminski et al. 2003)

implies that the thicknesses of the lithosphere beneath East and West

Antarctica are likely to be between 200 and 300 km and less than

100 km, respectively. Thus, the thickness of the lithosphere seems

enormous beneath East Antarctica but much thinner beneath West

Antarctica, which is also seen in the surface wave studies of Danesi

& Morelli (2000, 2001). The observed surface heat flow in the Ross

Sea is consistent with such hot lithosphere beneath West Antarctica

(e.g. Blackman et al. 1987; Berg et al. 1989; Della Vedova et al.
1992). The thermal structure beneath West Antarctica seems to be

attributable to the earlier rifting event, not to the later rifting event

(e.g. Cooper et al. 1991a, b).

The ice sheet in East Antarctica appeared at about 36 Ma (e.g.

Barrett et al. 1989; Zachos et al. 1989; Barker et al. 1999; Zachos

et al. 2001) as clearly implied by the record of the oxygen isotope

(e.g. Miller et al. 1987). From then on, the ice sheet fluctuated fre-

quently. However, during the last 14 Myr, the ice sheet has mostly

maintained the same size as at present, with its maximum size at-

tained around 11 Ma (Woodruff et al. 1981).

3 D E S C R I P T I O N O F T H E N U M E R I C A L

M O D E L

The Vening-Meinesz flexural cantilever model (Vening-Meinesz

1950) is most likely to be appropriate for the uplift of the TAM,

as adopted in prior studies (Stern & ten Brink 1989; Bott & Stern

1992; ten Brink & Stern 1992; ten Brink et al. 1997). There is no

uplift on the other side of the Ross Sea rift, and the geomorphol-

ogy is evidently asymmetric between East and West Antarctica. In

addition, van der Beek et al. (1994) indicated that the necessary

amount of the uplift requires a simple shear component just below

the edge of the mountain range. Furthermore, seismic reflection and

refraction studies have never detected a low-angle detachment fault

(e.g. ten Brink et al. 1993; Bannister et al. 2003).
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An alternative model of the TAM has been proposed by Bialas

et al. (2007). They indicated that the TAM was a part of high-

elevation plateau with a considerably thick crustal root prior to con-

tinental extension, and the present elevation of the mountain is only

a remnant edge of the Ross Sea rift. In their numerical model, the

initial Moho temperature is the critical factor to explain the observed

extensional feature in the Ross Embayment. However, there is no

evidence supporting the initial temperature at the Moho. Addition-

ally, the difference in lithosphere thickness between East and West

Antarctica (e.g. Sieminski et al. 2003) was not taken into account in

their numerical experiments of continental extension. If significant

thickness heterogeneity of the lithosphere is present, the deforma-

tion would focus on the transitional position between hot and cold

lithospheres (Pascal et al. 2002), and the localized deformation may

be responsible for the development of the lithosphere-cutting shear

zone (e.g. Pascal et al. 2004). Similarly, numerical (Huerta & Harry

2007) and analogue (Bonini et al. 2007) models showed that the

extensional deformation can be significantly localized into the tran-

sitional position between East and West Antarctica. Therefore, it

may be more reasonable to consider that the development of the

TAM is associated with the movement of the border fault between

East and West Antarctica.

Fig. 2 shows schematically, the 2-D thermomechanical model

adopted in this study. We examine the response of the rheologically

layered lithosphere to the applied horizontal constant boundary ve-

locity (V x) in Vening-Meinesz’s cantilever kinematics. Mechanical

and thermal problems are solved by using a finite element method.

The plane strain condition is assumed for the 2-D model. We assume

that the lithosphere has three compositional layers: quartzite upper

crust, anorthite lower crust and dunite mantle.

The model is divided into two domains by the border fault, and

the left- and right-hand halves of the model are regarded as the East

and West Antarctica, respectively. The crustal thicknesses beneath

East (tce) and West (tcw) Antarctica are 40 and 20 km, respectively.

The thickness of the lower crust is half of the entire crust. The

reduced heat flow beneath East Antarctica (qem) is different from

that beneath West Antarctica (qwm) to obtain the heterogeneity of

the lithosphere thickness. However, uniform lithospheric structure

in the whole model is used to examine the general model behaviour

in Section 4, where tce and tcw are equal to tc and the reduced heat

flow q ( = qem = qwm) is applied to obtain uniform thickness of the

thermal lithosphere (a).

3.1 The rheological model

Under low deviatoric stress conditions, isotropic linear elastic be-

haviour is a good approximation of rock deformation, in which the

strain is linearly related to the stress by the generalized Hooke’s

law (e.g. Ranalli 1995). However, under larger deviatoric stresses,

different deformation mechanisms become more important.

Under low temperature and pressure conditions, deformation of

rocks takes place in a brittle manner. The stress-level (σ b) required

for frictional sliding on the fault is given by the Byerlee’s law

(Byerlee 1967, 1978). In this study, we simply express Byerlee’s

law in an approximate form

σb = ζ (1 − υ∗) z, (1)

where ζ is the constant (24 MPa km–1), υ∗ is the density ratio of

pore water to rock matrix (υ∗ = 0.4 for wet rheology and υ∗ = 0

Figure 2. Schematic figure of the numerical model adopted in this study. The model is divided into two domains by the border fault, with the left- and right-hand

halves of the model being regarded as East and West Antarctica, respectively. The lithosphere has three compositional layers: quarzite upper crust, anothite

lower crust and dunite mantle. The thickness of the crust beneath East and West Antarctica is tce and tcw, respectively. A horizontal boundary velocity V x is

applied at the right- and left-hand ends of the model. The Winkler restoring force is applied at the surface, the boundary between upper and lower crust, and

the Moho to calculate the vertical surface movements. The border fault that penetrates to the bottom of the model is incorporated by means of the slippery

node method (Melosh & Williams 1989). The dip-angle, α, of the fault is assumed to be 60◦. The thermal boundary condition of the model is as follows.

The horizontal heat flow is zero at the right- and left-hand side boundaries of the model. The temperature of the surface is fixed to be 0 ◦C. The reduced heat

flow qem and qwm is applied beneath the East and West Antarctica, respectively, satisfying the condition that the temperature at the base of a given thermal

lithosphere beneath East and West Antarctica is equal to the potential temperature of the asthenosphere (1350 ◦C). At the depth below the thermal lithosphere,

the temperature is imposed to be the potential temperature of the asthenosphere. Note that uniform lithospheric structure in the whole model—tc = tce = tcw

and q = qem = qwm— is used to examine the general model behaviour. In the application to the TAM, the external load of the ice sheet is introduced in terms

of the pressure vertically operating on the surface in the East Antarctica. Two ice sheet models are adopted in this study: IM01 and IM02. The thickness of the

ice sheet is H i at most. It is assumed that H i linearly increases from 0 to 3 km with time over the periods between 36 and 14 Ma and is constant from then on.

The density of the ice is assumed to be 900 kg/m3.
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for dry rheology) and z is the depth in km (e.g. Brace & Kohlstedt

1980; Ranalli 1995).

We adopt the elastic–perfect plastic rheology for the brittle de-

formation (e.g. Fletcher & Hallet 1983; Braun & Beaumont 1987;

Braun 1988; Bassi 1991, 1995) in which the state of the stress is

controlled by the Von Mises yield criterion F:

F = J2D − 1

3
σ 2

y = 0, (2)

where σ y is the yield stress and J 2D is the second invariant of devia-

toric stress. Once the state of the stress exceeds the failure criterion,

an instantaneous material flow occurs according to the perfect plas-

tic flow law. The yield stress σ y is equivalent to σ b in eq. (1), so that

σ y is a function of the depth z.

On the other hand, under high temperature and pressure con-

ditions, rocks deform in a ductile manner. In this study, the non-

linear Maxwell viscoelastic rheology is adopted for the ductile

behaviour of rocks (e.g. Braun & Beaumont 1987; Govers & Wortel

1993, 1995). It is assumed that the viscous flow is controlled by the

power-law creep (e.g. Kirby 1983; Carter & Tsenn 1987), where the

effective viscosity η can be written in a form

η = 1

2A∗ J
1−n

2
2D exp

(
Q

R�

)
, (3)

Table 1. Model parameter values used in this study.

Symbol Meaning Value

E Young’s modulus 1.5×1011 Pa

ν Poisson’s ratio 0.25

ζ Depth dependence of brittle failure 24.0 MPa km–1

υ∗ Density ratio of pore water to rock 0.4

Cp Specific heat 1050 Jkg−1 K−1

T a Asthenospheric potential temperature 1350 ◦C

ρuc Mass density of the upper crust 2800 kg m−3

ρ lc Mass density of the lower crust 2900 kg m−3

ρm Mass density of the mantle 3300 kg m−3

H uc Heat production in the upper crust 1.37 μW m−3

H lc Heat production in the lower crust 0.45 μW m−3

H m Heat production in the mantle 0.02 μW m−3

K uc Thermal conductivity of the upper crust 2.56 W m−1 K−1

K lc Thermal conductivity of the lower crust 2.60 W m−1 K−1

K m Thermal conductivity of the mantle 3.20 W m−1 K−1

Flow law parameters of power-law creep

Wet Quartzite: Koch et al. (1989)

A∗ucw Pre-exponent 1.10000 × 10−21 Pa−n s−1

nucw Power 2.61

Qucw Activation energy 145 kJmol−1

Dry Quartzite: K och et al. (1989)

A∗ucw Pre-exponent 5.58000 × 10−24 Pa−n s−1

nucw Power 2.72

Qucw Activation energy 134 kJmol−1

Anorthite: Shelton & Tullis (1981)

A∗lc Pre-exponent 5.60000 × 10−23 Pa−n s−1

nlc Power 3.20

Qlc Activation energy 238 kJmol−1

Wet Aheim Dunite: Chopra & Paterson (1984)

A∗mw Pre-exponent 5.4954 × 10−25 Pa−n s−1

nmw Power 4.48

Qmw Activation energy 498 kJmol−1

Dry Aheim Dunite: Chopra & Paterson (1984)

A∗md Pre-exponent 7.24436 × 10−18 Pa−n s−1

nmd Power 3.60

Qmd Activation energy 535 kJmol−1

where A∗ is a material constant, Q is the activation energy, n is

the stress exponent, R is the universal gas constant and � is the

absolute temperature. In the calculations A∗ is multiplied by a fac-

tor of 3(n+1)/2/2 (Ranalli 1995). Flow law parameters of each rock

composition are shown in Table 1.

3.2 The mechanical model

The finite element code, tekton ver.2.1 (Melosh & Raefsky 1980,

1981; Melosh & Williams 1989), is used to solve the mechanical

equilibrium equation

∇ · σ + X = 0, (4)

where σ is the stress tensor and X is the body force. The constant

extensional velocity (V x) is adjusted to obtain the magnitude of the

uplift at the mountain front (ξ ) during the extensional period of �Dt.

The non-linear Maxwell viscoelastic behaviour can be solved by the

original version of the code.

We have modified the tekton code to solve the VEP rheology

problem with temperature-dependent viscosity. The effective vis-

cosity as a function of temperature and stress is implemented into

the code, according to eq. (3). Additionally, following Krieg & Krieg

(1977), Braun & Beaumont (1987) and Braun (1988), the stress in
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the VEP rheology is computed by using the radial return algorithm.

In each time step, the viscoelastic stress within the each element of

the model is calculated as the trial stress σtr to check whether or

not brittle failure occurs. When the trial stress exceeds the failure

criterion [F(σtr) > 0], brittle deformation occurs and the true stress

σ is computed by projecting the trial stress normally on the failure

envelope (e.g. Krieg & Krieg 1977; Braun & Beaumont 1987; Braun

1988):

σ =
√

σ 2
b

J tr
2D

σ ′tr + Ptr (5)

where σ ′tr is the trial deviatoric stress, J tr
2D is the second invariant

of the trial deviatoric stress and Ptr is the trial pressure. Contrarily,

when the trial stress does not exceed the failure criterion [F(σtr) <

0], deformation is viscoelastic and the trial stress can, therefore, be

regarded as the true stress.

The isostatic rebound force at the interface of a density jump is

simulated using the Winkler restoring force (e.g. Melosh, unpub-

lished; Williams & Richardson 1991). In this study, the Winkler

restoring force is set at the following interfaces of major density

jumps: the surface, the boundary between the upper and lower crust

and the Moho (see Fig. 2). Although the density of rocks is a function

of temperature, the density contrast at the each interface is simply

evaluated at a temperature of 0 ◦C.

In the flexural cantilever model, deformation of the lithosphere

is principally controlled by the sliding along the border fault. The

movement of the fault is simulated using the slippery node method

that has been incorporated into the original version of the code

(Melosh & Williams 1989). We ignore the frictional resistance on

the fault, so that the sliding takes place to keep the shear stress on

the fault at zero.

The geometry of the border fault adopted in this study is similar

to that in Bott & Stern (1992). The dipping border fault penetrates

to the bottom of the model, and the constant dip-angle α is 60◦

(see Fig. 2). We have confirmed that the extent depth of the border

fault does not change the model results significantly as long as the

fault penetrates through the mechanically competent layer that de-

forms in elastic manner. If the lithosphere is strong enough to have

the competent layer, the fault may possibly penetrate the crust and

mantle lithosphere (Huismans & Beaumont 2002). The TAM border

fault may also cut the whole lithosphere because the extreme lateral

variation in lithospheric thickness inferred beneath East and West

Antarctica focuses deformation, producing a large-scale shear zone

(e.g. Petit & Ebinger 2000; Pascal et al. 2002; Pascal et al. 2004;

Bonini et al. 2007; Huerta & Harry 2007).

Uplift of the surface is defined by uplift of rocks and exhuma-

tion; uplift of rocks and exhumation are referred to as displace-

ments of rocks with respect to the geoid and the surface, respectively

(England & Molnar 1990). Uplift of rocks would include both tec-

tonic uplift and isostatic rebound effect associated with exhumation.

Even though it is difficult to assume the absence of exhumation,

we dare to ignore its effect. Our main purpose is to investigate

the half-wavelength of the TAM’s uplift. The half-wavelength of

the mountain will not be affected significantly by the isostatic re-

sponse to exhumation because the lateral space scale of exhumation

must be less than the half-wavelength of the uplift. Even in the

prior studies, which included the effect of exhumation and sediment

loading in the hinterland, the most important factor controlling the

half-wavelength of the TAM was still the elastic thickness (Stern

& ten Brink 1989; Bott & Stern 1992; ten Brink & Stern 1992;

ten Brink et al. 1997). In this study, the force driving the uplift of

the mountain is imposed only to the applied boundary velocity, and

the half-wavelength for a given magnitude of uplift is discussed in

relation to the lithospheric rheology.

3.3 The thermal model

Since power-law creep is a thermally activated process, the mechan-

ical model should be coupled with the thermal model. In this study,

we have developed a finite element code to solve the steady-state

heat equation

∇ · (K∇T ) + H = 0, (6)

where T is the temperature, K is the thermal conductivity tensor and

H is the radiogenic heat source. Parameter values used in this study

are shown in Table 1. The same finite element grid as that for the

mechanical model, is used for solving the thermal model. Thermal

boundary conditions of the model are as follows. At the left- and

right-hand side boundaries of the model, the horizontal heat flow is

zero. The temperature at the surface is held at 0 ◦C. The potential

temperature of the asthenosphere (T a) is assumed to be 1350 ◦C.

The reduced heat flow is applied to satisfy that the temperature at

the base of a given thermal lithosphere is equal to T a, which means

that the thickness of the thermal lithosphere is defined by the 1350
◦C isotherms. The temperature below a given thermal lithosphere is

imposed to be T a. The solution of eq. (6) is adopted as the initial

condition. The temporal change in temperature is not evaluated in

this study because the predicted deformation of the lithosphere is

too small to produce any significant thermal perturbations.

In this study, we construct two models of the thermal structure

beneath Antarctica: TM01 and TM02. Based on the study of seismic

tomography in Antarctica (Sieminski et al. 2003), we assume that the

maximum thickness of thermal lithosphere beneath East Antarctica

(ae) is 250 km and that beneath West Antarctica (aw) is 90 km. In

the TM01 model, the reduced heat flows of qem and qwm are adjusted

to satisfy that the temperatures at depths of 250 and 90 km on the

left- and right-hand boundaries of the model, respectively, are equal

to T a. In the TM02 model, the temperature profiles for the uniform

model with tc = 40 km and a = 250 km and for the model with

tc = 20 km and a = 90 km are artificially adopted in East and West

Antarctica, respectively.

3.4 The ice sheet model

The load of the ice sheet is introduced in terms of a pressure, op-

erating vertically on the upper surface of the model at a distance

between −1500 and −100 km. The density of the ice is assumed to

be 900 kg m–3. In this study we use two models, IM01 and IM02,

for the distribution of the ice sheet. The thickness of the ice sheet

is H i, at most, and linearly decreases to zero over the distance from

−250 to −100 km and from −450 to −100 km for the IM01 and

IM02 models, respectively (see Fig. 2). H i is 3 km at the present

time (e.g. Stern & ten Brink 1989). H i increased linearly between

36 and 14 Ma and has stayed constant from 14 Ma to the present

(see also Fig. 2). It is noted that the IM01 model is identical to that

adopted in ten Brink et al. (1997).

4 M O D E L R E S U LT S

4.1 General model behaviour of the VEP model

Although our main purpose is to investigate the uplift of the TAM, it

is necessary to understand what primarily controls the flexural uplift

of the rheologically layered lithosphere, beforehand. Therefore, in
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Figure 3. Temperature distribution in the lithosphere for different tc and a
for the uniform model; (a) model with radiogenic heat source and (b) model

without radiogenic heat source.

this subsection, we briefly describe the general model behaviour of

the VEP model with the uniform lithospheric structure, though the

essential points have already been reported in earlier studies (e.g.

Burov & Diament 1995).

4.1.1 The modelled temperature distribution in the lithosphere

We first show the temperature distribution in the lithosphere for the

models with and without a radiogenic heat source in the crust and

mantle (see Fig. 3). The smaller geothermal gradient can be clearly

seen in the model with a greater thickness of thermal lithosphere

(a). The geothermal gradient is also smaller in the model without a

heat source than in the model with a heat source. These imply that

the predicted surface deformation would be significantly influenced

by a and the presence of a heat source.

In the model with a heat source, the thickness of the crust (tc) is

also an important factor in controlling the temperature distribution

in the lithosphere, but its importance is weaker for smaller a. No

significant difference in the temperature distribution, brought about

by the difference in tc, can be seen for the model with a = 50 km.

In contrast, in the model without a heat source, the temperature dis-

tribution in the lithosphere is mostly insensitive to tc, which implies

that the dependence of the surface deformation on tc would be re-

lated to the difference in rock composition between the crust and

mantle.

4.1.2 The surface deflection in the VEP model with uniform
lithosphere structure

Fig. 4 shows the surface deformation predicted by the VEP model

with a heat source. The wet rheology condition is adopted for the

model here. The extensional velocity (V x) is adjusted to obtain the

magnitude of the uplift at the mountain front ξ = 5 km at time t =
50 Myr. The general model behaviour is as implied from the thermal

structure of the lithosphere, shown in Fig. 3. For the model with

a = 50 km, the surface deformation is mostly insensitive to tc. On

the other hand, in the model with a ≥ 100 km, it can be seen that

the surface deformation is significantly dependent on tc.

Fig. 5 shows the surface deformation predicted by the VEP model

without a heat source. The wet rheology condition is also adopted

for this model. Significant dependence on tc appears in the model

with a = 100 and 200 km, even though any difference in the geother-

mal gradient cannot be seen for different tc (see Fig. 3b). This is

because the crust is intrinsically weaker than the mantle without

any thermal effects. On the other hand, the surface deformation is

mostly insensitive to tc for the model with a = 50 or 400 km, because

the geothermal gradient is too high or too low for any significant

difference in rheological property between the lower crust and man-

tle to be perceptible.

Figure 4. Surface deformation predicted by the viscoelastic–perfect plastic (VEP) model with heat source in wet rheology condition for different tc; (a) a =
50 km, (b) a = 100 km, (c) a = 200 km and (d) a = 400 km.
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Figure 5. Surface deformation predicted by the viscoelastic–perfect plastic (VEP) model without heat source in wet rheology condition for different tc;

(a) a = 50 km, (b) a = 100 km, (c) a = 200 km and (d) a = 400 km.

4.1.3 The half-wavelength of the flexural uplift in the VEP model
with uniform lithosphere structure

In Figs 6(a) and (b), we summarize the half-wavelength of the flex-

ural uplift (λ) as a function of a for different tc in the wet rheology

condition, where ξ = 5 km and the duration of extension (�Dt) =
50 Myr. λ is generally greater for the model without a radiogenic

heat source than for the model with a heat source. λ is also greater

for the model with smaller tc and greater a, regardless of the pres-

ence of a heat source. For the model with a heat source, λ has a

Figure 6. Predicted half-wavelength λ by the VEP model as a function of a for different tc. The extensional period (�Dt) is 50 Myr, and the magnitude of

the uplift at the mountain front (ξ ) is 5 km. Predicted λ by the simple viscoelastic (VE) model as a function of the thickness of elastic layer (h) is depicted by

horizontal dashed line. (a) Model with heat source in wet rheology condition, (b) model without heat source in wet rheology condition, (c) model with heat

source in dry rheology condition and (d) model without heat source in dry rheology condition.
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strong dependence on tc when a is more than 100 km. In contrast,

for the model without a heat source, λ is significantly dependent on

tc only when a is 100 ≤ a ≤ 200 km.

λ in the dry rheology condition is summarized in Figs 6(c) and (d).

λ is greater in the dry rheology condition than in the wet rheology

condition. However, the lithospheric structure to obtain a particular

λ is not widely different from that in the wet rheology condition.

The effective elastic thickness (T e) is inferred from the compari-

son of λ in the VEP model with that in the simple viscoelastic (VE)

model. Horizontal dashed lines show λ predicted by the VE model in

which the elastic layer with a thickness of h overlays the viscoelastic

layer with uniform viscosity ηm ( = 5 × 1020 Pa s from Nakada et al.
2000). In this study, we have confirmed that λ is controlled only by

h in the VE model. As can be seen in the figure, the lithosphere

structure can be strictly constrained to obtain a certain value of T e.

The dependence of λ on ξ in the wet rheology condition is shown

in Fig. 7. Results for the models with ξ = 10 km are shown in Figs

7(a) and (b) and those for the models with ξ = 2.5 km in Figs 7(c)

and (d). λ predicted by the VE model is also shown in the figures. ξ

has an influence on λ; the model with smaller ξ predicts greater λ.

However, the difference in λ between the models with ξ = 2.5 and

10 km is about 60 km at most, so that the lithospheric structure to

obtain a particular λ is not changed largely. We have also confirmed

the sensitivity of λ to the duration of extension (�Dt = 25, 50 or

100 My) is insignificant.

4.2 Model results of the TAM

4.2.1 The modelled temperature distribution beneath East and
West Antarctica

Fig. 8 shows the temperature distribution for the TM01 and TM02

models. Figs 8(a) and (b) are for the models with a radiogenic heat

source in the crust and mantle, and Figs 8(c) and (d) are for the

models without a heat source. In the TM01 model, the thickness of

the thermal lithosphere is changing with distance in the model. The

maximum thickness of the thermal lithosphere beneath East (ae =
250 km) and West (aw = 90 km) Antarctica are defined at distances

of −1500 and 1500 km, respectively. On the other hand, in the TM02

model, each of East and West Antarctica has the thermal lithosphere

with uniform thickness, ae and aw, respectively. Thus, the thermal

structure beneath East Antarctica is significantly influenced by the

heat flow from West Antarctica in the TM01 model but not at all in

the TM02 model.

The geothermal gradient is significantly smaller for the model

without a heat source than for the model with a heat source, es-

pecially at shallower depth in the lithosphere. However, it can be

seen that for the TM01 model with a heat source, the geothermal

gradient beneath the margin of East Antarctica is greater than that

beneath the margin of West Antarctica. This is because the thick-

ness of the crust beneath East Antarctica is greater than that beneath

West Antarctica.

4.2.2 The surface deflection without the load of the ice sheet

Fig. 9 shows the surface deformation predicted by the VEP model

without the load of the ice sheet. V x is adjusted to obtain ξ =
7.5 km at t = 50 Myr. To estimate the effective elastic thickness

(T e) in the VEP model, the surface deformation predicted by the

VE model is also depicted in the figures. For the TM01 model with

a heat source (see Fig. 9a), the half-wavelength in East Antarctica

(λe) is predicted to be 170 km, which is consistent with T e ∼ 25 km

(see Figs 6 and 7). However, T e beneath the edge of East Antarctica

(x = 0–50 km) seems to be less than 10 km. It is likely that T e

increases as the depth of the isotherm increases, but the maximum

T e in the relevant region corresponds to that inferred from λ. On the

Figure 7. Predicted half-wavelength λ by the VEP model as a function of a for different tc. �Dt is 50 Myr. Predicted λ by the VE model as a function of h is

depicted by horizontal dashed line. (a) ξ = 10 km for the model with heat source in wet rheology condition, (b) ξ = 10 km for the model without heat source

in wet rheology condition, (c) ξ = 2.5 km for the model with heat source in wet rheology condition and (d) ξ = 2.5 km for the model without heat source in

wet rheology condition.
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Figure 8. The temperature distribution beneath Antarctica adopted in this study. The location of the border fault is indicated by the dashed line. (a) TM01

model with heat source, (b) TM02 model with heat source, (c) TM01 model without heat source and (d) TM02 model without heat source.

Figure 9. Surface deformation in East and West Antarctica predicted by the VEP and VE models without the load of the ice sheet. (a) TM01 model with heat

source, (b) TM02 model with heat source, (c) TM01 model without heat source and (d) TM02 model without heat source.

other hand, for the TM02 model with a heat source (see Fig. 9b), T e

beneath East Antarctica is between 25 and 50 km. λe is 270 km, from

which T e is estimated to be just slightly less than 50 km (see Figs 6

and 7).

For the TM01 model without a heat source (see Fig. 9(c)), T e

beneath East Antarctica seems significantly less than 50 km beneath

the margin of the East Antarctica, but the 320 km of λe indicates that

T e is about 60 km (see Figs 6 and 7). This also implies the regional

difference in T e, depending on the thermal structure beneath East

Antarctica. On the other hand, for the TM02 model without a heat

source (see Fig. 9d), the surface deformation mostly matches with

that predicted by the VE model with h = 100 km, and λe is predicted

to be about 500 km.

The half-wavelengths in West Antarctica (λw) for the TM01 and

TM02 models with a heat source are 250 and 200 km, respectively,

and T e beneath West Antarctica is estimated to be between 25 and

50 km for the both models (see Figs 9a and b). λw is slightly larger

for the TM01 model than for the TM02 model. This is because the

temperature beneath the edge of West Antarctica is reduced by the

lateral heat flow to East Antarctica in the TM01 model. On the other

hand, for the models without a heat source, λw is about 250 km,

which is equivalent to T e ∼ 50 km (see Figs 9c and d).

4.2.3 The stress distribution in the lithosphere without the load
of the ice sheet

Fig. 10 shows the distribution of the stress σ xx in the lithosphere

beneath East Antarctica, for the model without the load of the ice

sheet. For the TM01 model with a heat source, the brittle–ductile

transition can be seen at the depth of 5 km at all distances (see

Fig. 10a). Any competent elastic cores cannot be seen at the dis-

tances of −50 and −300 km. However, at the distances of −500

and −1490 km, the elastic cores are present in the uppermost man-

tle. It is noted that the estimated T e is slightly greater than the
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Figure 10. Distribution of the stress σ xx in the lithosphere beneath East

Antarctica for the model without the load of the ice sheet. Horizontal dashed

lines indicate the boundary between the upper crust and lower crust and

the Moho. (a) TM01 model with heat source, (b) TM02 model with heat

source, (c) TM01 model without heat source and (d) TM02 model without

heat source.

seismogenic thickness in the upper crust, as indicated by Watts &

Burov (2003).

For the TM02 model with a heat source (Fig. 10b), the competent

elastic core can be seen at a depth between 40 and 55 km at all

distances. The bottom of the estimated effective elastic layer seems

to be located in the elastic core just below the Moho.

For the TM01 model without a heat source (Fig. 10c), the presence

of the mechanically competent layer is dependent on the distance

from the mountain front, as was seen in the TM01 model with a

heat source (Fig. 10a). This is consistent with the thermal struc-

ture of the TM01 model depicted in Figs 8(a) and (c), in which the

depth of the isotherm increases as the distance from West Antarc-

tica increases. The competent elastic cores are present at depths

between 40 and 45 km and between 40 and 65 km at distances

−50 and −300 km, respectively. The bottom of the estimated ef-

fective elastic layer is located in the elastic core at each distance.

Additionally, the stress distribution at a distance less than −500 km

shows that the elastic core is extended to the depth of 95 km, at

most.

For the TM02 model without a heat source (Fig. 10d), the me-

chanically competent layer is extended to a depth of ∼95 km at all

distances, so that the estimated T e (∼100 km) is mostly equivalent

to the extent depth of the elastic core.

4.2.4 The surface deflection with the load of the ice sheet

Figs 11(a) and (b) show the surface deformations predicted by the

TM01 and TM02 models, respectively, with the load of the ice sheet,

where a radiogenic heat source is present in the crust and mantle.

For comparison, the surface deformation predicted by the model

without the load of the ice sheet is also depicted in the figures.

Shaded bands indicate the observed ranges of λe and λw. When the

IM01 model is adopted for the load of the ice sheet, λe is predicted

to be 350 and 300 km by the TM01 and TM02 model, respectively.

However, when the IM02 model is adopted for the load of the ice

sheet, the half-wavelength of the TAM can be reproduced even by

the TM01 model in which the topographic minimum point in East

Antarctica is located at a distance of ∼−500 km. It is difficult for

the TM02 model to predict the topographic minimum point in the

East Antarctica.

Although λe is greater for the model with the load of the ice

sheet than for the model without the load of the ice sheet, λw is not

affected by the load of the ice sheet at all. However, the predicted

λw is consistent with the observation for both the TM01 and TM02

models.

Figs 11(c) and (d) show the surface deformations predicted by

the TM01 and TM02 models, respectively, without a radiogenic heat

source. When the TM01 is adopted for the thermal structure beneath

Antarctica, λe is predicted to be 380 km for the IM01 model, and it

is difficult to reproduce the half-wavelength of the TAM. However,

λe is predicted to be 520 km for the IM02 model, which is consistent

with that of the TAM. On the other hand, when the TM02 model

is adopted for the thermal structure, λe is predicted to be 500 and

540 km for the IM01 and IM02 models, respectively. The model

behaviour of the surface deflection in West Antarctica is similar to

that for the model with a heat source, except that λw is slightly larger

than 250 km.

5 D I S C U S S I O N

5.1 Factors controlling the effective elastic thickness (T e)

As in earlier models, we show that the effective elastic thickness

(T e) inferred from the half-wavelength of the flexural uplift (λ) is

greater for the model with smaller thickness of the crust (tc) and

greater thickness of the thermal lithosphere (a) (e.g. Watts 1978;

Watts et al. 1980; McNutt & Menard 1982; McAdoo et al. 1985;

Burov & Diament 1995). Radiogenic heat production increases with

decreasing lithospheric age (e.g. Turcotte & Schubert 1982), and

it also becomes an important factor controlling flexural rigidity in

Antarctica through the temperature-dependent viscosity (e.g. Pérez-

Gussinyé & Watts 2005).

It is also shown that λ is slightly dependent on the magnitude

of the uplift (ξ ) in the VEP model (see Fig. 7). This may imply

that T e is also sensitive to deformation-induced stresses, as pointed

out by Burov & Diament (1995), because rheological properties are

strongly controlled by stress state in the VEP model. In this regard,

the observed ξ should be accurately constrained as much as possible

when T e is estimated from λ. However, the lithospheric structure to

obtain a particular λ is not largely influenced by ξ (see Figs 6 and 7).
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Figure 11. Surface deformation in East and West Antarctica predicted by the VEP model for different ice sheet models. (a) TM01 model with heat source, (b)

TM02 model with heat source, (c) TM01 model without heat source and (d) TM02 model without heat source.

5.2 Insights into the half-wavelength of the TAM

5.2.1 The case where a radiogenic heat source is present
in the Antarctic lithosphere

The thermal structure beneath Antarctica is the critical factor con-

trolling the half-wavelength of the flexural uplift in East Antarctica

(λe). When a heat source is present, λe and T e are predicted to be

170–270 km and 25–50 km, respectively, at most, by the model

without the load of the ice sheet, depending on the thermal state

beneath the margin of East Antarctica. Therefore, the rheological

structure beneath East Antarctica has no potential to produce the

half-wavelength of the TAM if a significant heat source is present

in the crust and mantle. Heat flow from West Antarctica reduces

the thickness of the thermal lithosphere beneath the margin of East

Antarctica, which further prevents the half-wavelength of the TAM

being obtained (see the TM01 model in Figs 8 and 9). Even when

the thickness of the crust beneath East Antarctica (tce) is assumed

to be 35 km (Lawrence et al. 2006), the half-wavelength of the

TAM is still difficult to explain (see Figs 6 and 7). It is also difficult

to reproduce the half-wavelength of the TAM even in a dry rhe-

ology condition (see Fig. 6). Additionally, the uncertainties in the

estimated magnitude of rock uplift and lithosphere thickness seem

impossible to explain the half-wavelength of the TAM (see Figs 6

and 7).

Although the unloading due to surface erosion is not taken into

account in the numerical model of this study, Burov & Diament

(1995) indicated that the effect of erosion can possibly increase T e

(∼20 per cent). However, it is questionable if the 20 per cent increase

in T e due to the erosion is enough to influence the estimate of the

half-wavelength of the TAM. Additionally, significant erosion has

taken place only to the distances of ∼150 km from the TAM’s front

(e.g. ten Brink et al. 1997). Even if a significant increase in T e could

be brought about by the erosion, only a locally increased T e may be

still difficult to explain the half-wavelength of the TAM.

λe can be predicted to be only the typical scale of the rift flank

uplift observed in many rift systems, but much less than that of the

TAM, when a radiogenic heat source is present in the crust and man-

tle. The half-wavelength of the TAM may have to be explained by

the locally compensated ice load. ten Brink et al. (1997) pointed out

that the load of the ice sheet can widen the apparent half-wavelength

of flexure. However, as shown in Fig. 11, the IM01 model of the ice

sheet that is the same as ten Brink et al. (1997), cannot reproduce

the half-wavelength of the TAM. The most that can be done at the

moment is, therefore, to adjust the external load of the ice sheet. To

reproduce the half-wavelength of the TAM, we construct the IM02

model of the ice sheet in this study, in which the maximum thick-

ness of the ice sheet is attained at the point where the axis of the

Wilkes Basin is located (see Fig. 2). This assumption may be reason-

able because the height of the ice sheet surface seems mostly con-

stant though the subglacial topographic height decreases towards

the deepest point of the Wilkes Basin (see the profiles along the

EAST93 traverse in ten Brink et al. 1997). In addition, the sediment

load in the hinterland may also help to widen the half-wavelength

of flexure (ten Brink & Stern 1992).

However, there is a serious problem with the model including a

radiogenic heat source. Since local isostatic compensation of the

large-scale ice sheet and/or sediment load would have been mostly

completed, there would be no significant gravity anomaly. Addi-

tionally, the distinct surface depression corresponding to the Wilkes

Basin is difficult to obtain in our model with a heat source. The dis-

tinct surface depression behind the TAM may have to be explained

by a locally thickened ice sheet. Nevertheless, a locally thickened

ice sheet is unlikely to develop without a pre-existing depression.

Furthermore, even though Stern & ten Brink (1989) correlated the

Wilkes Basin with the TAM’s uplift in terms of flexure model, the

rheological structure beneath East Antarctica has no potential to

create the surface depression there. Thus, if a significant amount

of heating lies within the Antarctic lithosphere, we conclude that

the surface depression corresponding to the Wilkes Basin had no
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relation to the uplift of the TAM, and further work is obviously

required to elucidate the mechanism to explain its origin.

5.2.2 The case where a radiogenic heat source is not present
in the Antarctic lithosphere

When a radiogenic heat source is not present in the crust and mantle,

it is possible for the TM02 model to obtain λe ∼ 500 km (T e ∼ 100

km) in which East Antarctica is not thermally influenced by West

Antarctica at all. On the other hand, if the thermal structure beneath

East Antarctica is significantly influenced by the lateral heat flow

from West Antarctica (in the TM01 model), T e is estimated to be

about 60 km at most and the half-wavelength of the TAM is difficult

to reproduce without including the effect of the load of the ice sheet.

Stern & ten Brink (1989), Bott & Stern (1992) and ten Brink &

Stern (1992) indicated that a 100 km thick elastic layer is essentially

required to produce the half-wavelength of the TAM. Based on new

geophysical data ten Brink et al. (1997) re-evaluated the required

elastic thickness to be 85 ± 15 km. Such a thickness of the effective

elastic layer (T e ∼ 100 km) is available for the VEP model with

a plausible lithospheric structure beneath Antarctica only when a

radiogenic heat source is absent and the thermal structure beneath

East Antarctica is not significantly affected by that beneath West

Antarctica. The relatively thin elastic layer beneath the mountain

front (5–25 km) evaluated in these prior studies may correspond

to the thermal influence from West Antarctica on the margin of

East Antarctica. However, such a thermal influence must be limited

only to the edge of East Antarctica to obtain the large-scale half-

wavelength of the TAM.

6 C O N C L U S I O N S

This study has discussed the uplift of the TAM in relation to the

flexural uplift of the rheologically layered lithosphere in Vening-

Meinesz’s cantilever kinematics. We have examined first the gen-

eral model behaviour in the VEP rheology model with tempera-

ture dependence of viscosity. We then applied the VEP model to

the uplift of the TAM, respecting the lithospheric structure beneath

Antarctica inferred from geophysical observations and the load of

the ice sheet in East Antarctica. This study gives important insights

into the uplift of the TAM, especially its half-wavelength, in relation

to the rheological structure beneath Antarctica. The conclusions are

as follows:

(1) The thicknesses of the crust (tc) and thermal lithosphere (a)

are the principal factors controlling the effective elastic thickness

(T e) inferred from the half-wavelength of the flexural uplift; the

model with smaller tc and greater a results in greater T e. The model

without a heat source also results in greater T e than the model with

a heat source. It is found that tc must be taken into account in

the estimate of T e under the following conditions of the thermal

lithosphere; a ≥ 100 km for the model with a heat source and 100

≤ a ≤ 200 km for the model without a heat source. T e is also

significantly dependent on the magnitude of the uplift and the wet

or dry rheology condition of rocks, but these factors are not able to

conclusively control the uplift of the TAM.

(2) The presence of a radiogenic heat source in the Antarctic

lithosphere and the thermal influence of West Antarctica on East

Antarctica are the critical factors in controlling the half-wavelength

of the TAM. When a heat source is present, the rheological structure

beneath East Antarctica (T e = 25–50 km) has no potential to repro-

duce the half-wavelength of the TAM. To explain the distance from

the TAM front to the axis of the Wilkes Basin, it is necessary to fall

back upon the load of the ice sheet. On the other hand, when a heat

source is absent and the thermal structure beneath East Antarctica

is not significantly affected by that beneath West Antarctica, it is

possible for the rheological structure beneath East Antarctica (T e ∼
100 km) to reproduce the half-wavelength of the TAM. However, if

the thermal structure beneath East Antarctica is significantly influ-

enced by West Antarctica, T e is predicted to be about 60 km, and

it is therefore difficult, even for the model without a heat source, to

reproduce the half-wavelength of the TAM without considering the

load of the ice sheet.
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